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Abstract 
Scholar: Sergio Ezequiel Taleisnik 
Title: BENEFITS OF ADDITIONAL RUNWAY CROSSINGS ON 
PARALLEL RUNWAY OPERATIONS  
Institution: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Degree: Master of Science in Aeronautics 
Year: 2019 
As the air transportation industry expands, airports face numerous challenges to manage 
the increasing traffic. Among these problems, runway crossings are a considerable source 
of ground traffic inefficiency and risk. Building end-around taxiways are the only 
strategy to avoid crossings, but these are not always feasible, and therefore airport 
planners must find alternatives. This study consisted of a simulation over an airport that 
currently requires a vast amount of its arrivals to go through runway crossings in order to 
reach the apron; the airport simulation software utilized was the Total Airspace and 
Airport Modeler (TAAM). The process began with a thorough validation of a baseline 
model against the historical data of the airport, followed by the design and simulation of 
three alternatives, which had one, two, and three runway crossings subsequently added. 
The simulation also included two flight schedules resembling the operations of 2016 and 
2026, in order to forecast the impact of the additional crossings in the upcoming years. 
Finally, an analysis with ANOVAs and t-tests of the simulation outputs revealed 
significant decreases in arrival and departure taxi times, along with no significant 
changes in runway or sequencing delay. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Commercial air transportation has been growing steadily in the United States) and 
it should continue to expand. The National Forecast of Fiscal Year 2019 released by the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reports an expected average growth of 1.5% per 
year in flight operations for the next 20 years (FAA, 2019a). To handle this growth, 
stakeholders in the industry are working to manage the rise in demand by increasing 
capacity and working on efficiency while keeping safety as the main premise. In this 
regard, airlines are growing in fleet size and load factors while remaining profitable. 
Aircraft manufacturers are focusing on fuel efficiency in their newest models, and 
regulators around the world are implementing more efficient navigation standards.  
Airports, as one of the main stakeholders in the industry, are also racing against 
the growth in demand by working on improving their service, their capacity, and their 
costs. Besides improving technology and service, airports rely on large infrastructure 
developments in order to keep up with demand. Airport infrastructure can be classified 
into two main categories, airside and landside. Landside infrastructure comprises 
passenger terminals, parking, and access roads; on the other hand, airside infrastructure 
includes runways, taxiways, and aprons.  
Airports in the United States need to be profitable, as they are mainly 
government-owned and receive little to no taxpayer funding to support their operations. 
The need to keep profitability put airport managers under pressure to find the most cost-
effective ways to keep their air stations competitive whilst keeping profitability.    
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Significance of the Study 
 Understanding the benefits of runway crossings on parallel runway operations 
will benefit not only the SME but also the airports that the SME consults and, lastly, 
airlines, passengers, and cargo customers. This study will provide the SME a baseline for 
decision making on future projects of airport development where the flight operations 
utilize parallel runways, which will contribute to more efficient taxiway designs while 
maintaining flight operations safety. Designs that are more efficient could lead to more 
cost-effective infrastructure projects, which in turn should reduce overall airport 
expenses. The airport could either use these savings on investing in other areas critical to 
the airport or allow a reduction in airport fees that would ultimately affect passenger and 
cargo fares for airlines flying into KERU. 
Statement of the Problem 
In order to deal with the ever-growing demand for air transportation, airports are 
constantly designing and executing infrastructure development projects. Airports usually 
sub-contract the design phase of these projects due to the fact they are temporary, and 
they require highly skilled resources.  
In the case of parallel runway operations, one of the most common problems to be 
solved is the aircraft congestion produced by the need of some aircraft to use runways 
and another aircraft’s need to cross it. An effective way to solve this problem is building 
an end-around taxiway (EAT) which is a taxiway that goes around one of the ends of a 
runway, thus allowing aircraft to taxi and use the runway freely, disregarding the rest of 
the traffic. The drawback of this methodology is the economic efficiency: as not every 
airport actually owns the land further away from their runway ends; they usually do not 
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have control over the areas where the EATs need to be constructed, have roads or 
buildings already erected, or are significantly uneven. All these factors can make the 
project costs skyrocket, rendering useless the flight operation benefits. 
An alternative to EATs is altering the runway crossing configurations by adding 
or reducing the number of crossings. Although the benefits of an EAT should be 
significantly larger than any type of runway crossing configuration, the reduced cost of 
adding or removing crossings makes these alternatives more appealing to airport 
authorities.  
Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study is to compare the effects of increasing runway crossings 
in an airport operating with parallel runways. To perform this analysis, the researcher 
performed a series of simulations utilizing the Total Airspace and Airport Modeler 
(TAAM) and retrieved the following metrics in order to determine the effect of each 
infrastructure configuration: average taxi time for arrivals, average taxi time for 
departures, runway delay, and sequencing delay.  
Hypotheses  
The study tested the following hypotheses utilizing the simulation results: 
H01: There is no significant difference between taxi times on arrivals on runway 
16R based on the flight schedule year.  
H02: There is no significant difference between taxi times on arrivals on runway 
16R based on the airport layout.  
H03: There is no significant interaction effect between flight schedule year and 
airport layout for taxi times on arrivals on runway 16R. 
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H04: There is no significant difference in the 2016 flight schedule between taxi 
times on arrivals on runway 16R based on the airport layout.  
H05: There is no significant difference in the 2026 flight schedule between taxi 
times on arrivals on runway 16R based on the airport layout.  
H06: There is no significant difference between taxi times on departures on 
runway 16L based on the flight schedule year.  
H07: There is no significant difference between taxi times on departures on 
runway 16L based on the airport layout.  
H08: There is no significant interaction effect between flight schedule year and 
airport layout for taxi times on departures on runway 16L. 
H09: There is no significant difference between taxi times on departures on 
runway 16C based on the flight schedule year.  
H010: There is no significant difference between taxi times on departures on 
runway 16C based on the airport layout.  
H011: There is no significant interaction between flight schedule year and airport 
layout for taxi times on departures on runway 16C. 
H012: There is no significant difference in the 2016 flight schedule between taxi 
times on arrivals on runway 16C between the layouts with two and three 
additional runway crossings. 
H013: There is no significant difference in the 2026 flight schedule between taxi 
times on departures on runway 16C between the layouts with two and three 
additional runway crossings. 
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H014: There is no significant difference on sequencing delay based on the flight 
schedule year.  
H015: There is no significant difference on sequencing delay based on the airport 
layout.  
H016: There is no significant interaction effect between flight schedule year and 
airport layout for sequencing delay. 
H017: There is no significant difference on runway delay based on the flight 
schedule year.  
H018: There is no significant difference on runway delay based on the airport 
layout.  
H019: There is no significant interaction effect between flight schedule year and 
airport layout for runway delay. 
Delimitations 
The chosen airport has three parallel runways with a considerable number of 
runway crossings. The airside infrastructure used in the simulation corresponds to the one 
currently existing at the airport, and the two schedules used to simulate traffic were based 
on a real schedule and adjusted to match the forecasted traffic for the year 2026 by the 
FAA. The three runways of the airport are oriented on a 16/34 orientation. The study 
simulated a southbound runway configuration, which is the most frequently used 
configuration (FAA, 2019b); therefore, aircraft took off and landed utilizing runways 
16L, 16C, and 16R. The terminals, its gates, and gate usage rules also remained 
unaltered, as well as the Standard Arrival Routes and Standard Instrument Departure 
Routes.  
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Limitations and Assumptions  
This thesis has been developed with the advice and support of a company related 
with the aviation industry. For privacy reasons, this thesis report will not disclose neither 
the name of the company nor the name of the simulated airport. To conceal the identity of 
both, this study will refer to the name of the company as the subject matter expert or 
SME, and the airport as KERU Airport or KERU. 
Despite the fact that the baseline model was thoroughly validated, it cannot 
represent an absolute exact replica of real operations. The variability found in the real-life 
schedule, runway usage, throughput, and taxiing time, would require a simulation model 
too large and complex to reproduce it, making a study unfeasible. The described 
delimitations allowed scaling the study into a manageable size while keeping the 
strictness of a research study. 
The quantity, length, separation, and orientation of its runways, the type and 
frequency of aircraft flying to and from the airport, the quantity and location of gates, and 
the design of its taxiways and terminal airspace are all specific to the simulated airport 
and should be considered when comparing the results of this study with that of a different 
airport.  
There were several assumptions included in the study. First, the simulation 
included only southbound operations, instrument flight rules (IFR) operations, no rejected 
takeoffs or landings, no diverted flights, no emergencies, no alteration of operations due 
to weather, and no military operations since they represent less than 1% of total 
operations. The simulation was limited to the operation schedule similar to the months of 
August and September of 2016. Finally, the simulation assumes gate and apron usage is 
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sufficient for handling traffic on both 2016 and 2026 schedules. Despite the fact that the 
apron, gates, and the rules governing the use of them will have changed within a decade, 
since the focus of this study is the impact of runway crossings, the effect of these 
potential apron/gate changes is considered insignificant.  
Definitions of Terms 
Arrival taxi time Time spent taxiing from touchdown to terminal gate 
(Jeppesen, 2019). 
Departure taxi time Time spent taxiing from pushback to takeoff 
(Jeppesen, 2019). 
End-around taxiway Taxiway that circumvallates one of the ends of a 
runway. 
Instrument flight rules  Set of rules governing every aspect of flying with 
the instruments of the aircraft. 
Model validation  Ensuring a model represents a real-life situation. 
Runway crossing  Junction between a taxiway and a runway. 
Runway delay Time that the aircraft spends waiting from when it 
joins the line-up queue until it receives take-off 
clearance (Jeppesen, 2019). 
Sequencing delay Time imposed to meet the arrival separation 
requirements (Jeppesen, 2019). 
List of Acronyms  
ANOVA   Analysis Of Variance 
ASPM   Aviation System Performance Metrics  
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ATC   Air Traffic Controller 
ATL   Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport 
DFW   Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport 
EAT   End-Around Taxiway 
FAA   Federal Aviation Administration  
IADS   Integrated Arrival, Departure, and Surface System 
KERU   KERU Airport 
RI   Runway Incursion 
SARDA   Spot and Runway Departure Advisor 
SME   Subject Matter Expert 
TAAM   Total Airspace and Airport Modeler  
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Chapter II 
Review of the Relevant Literature 
Before working with runway crossings, it is critical to understand their origin, 
characteristics, risks, challenges, and research related to them. Additionally, it is also 
important to understand the need for simulation and to characterize the analyzed airport. 
The content reviewed in this chapter constituted an information framework in the 
following sections of this study. 
Airport Congestion and Mitigation 
 In its most recent report, the FAA forecasts an increase in aircraft operations by 
more than 16% in the next 10 years (FAA, 2019a). With this ever-growing air traffic, the 
increase in demand is challenging to airports. Airports are working on improving their 
landside infrastructure to handle the increasing number of passengers and improving the 
airside to deal with the increasing number of aircraft. The alternatives for airports to 
handle this demand range from expanding the airside infrastructure by building runways 
and taxiways, to increasing operational efficiency by reducing separation and optimizing 
the traffic flow while keeping safe standards (Hamzawi, 1992). 
Airport infrastructure projects that require considerable investments usually face 
environmental concerns within the neighboring community, as well as require the vast 
extensions of land, which is not always available; these are reasons why airports may 
favor increasing operating efficiency by implementing new procedures and technologies 
before expanding (Herrera García, 2017).  
Airports with vast amounts of owned or leased land might favor infrastructure 
development (Herrera García, 2017). This expansion comes with a cost, such as longer 
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taxi times between runways and gates. As airports expand and increase the number of 
runways, these new runways will be inevitably located on the outer section of the airport 
making the older runways eventually block the access between aprons and new runways, 
requiring taxiing aircraft to cross them. This increases the number of runway crossings, 
defined as a junction between taxiways and runways that pose operational, economical, 
and safety challenges.  
Runway Crossings 
 Crossing a runway is a potentially dangerous activity due to the risk of runway 
incursions. Since pilots have a limited field of view and the operation of the aircraft is 
their primary focus, they rely on Air Traffic Controller (ATC) to guide them safely 
around the airport and the airspace. That is why, in order to cross a runway, a pilot 
requires specific clearance from ATC.  
On every taxiing procedure, pilots must stop before a holding position marking 
located across the taxiway centerline; within 10 feet of this line, to the left of a pilot’s 
perspective, a mandatory sign denoting the entrance to a runway from a taxiway denotes 
the order to stop and wait for clearance. In 2010, this process became even stricter, as the 
FAA began requiring ATCs to approve each runway crossing separately and stop 
approving at once series of crossings whenever they were part of a same taxi path (FAA, 
2010). An additional ruling was added by the FAA stating that, even if a pilot is 
instructed to “follow traffic” (i.e. follow the aircraft right ahead), the pilot must wait for 
an additional clearance to cross a runway even if the followed aircraft actually crosses 
one (FAA, 2015). 
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Design. Taxiway crossings are advised (FAA, 2014) not to be located inside the 
high-energy areas of runways; these areas are the middle third of runways where pilots 
can least maneuver to avoid a collision because they are moving too fast to stop in time 
but not fast enough to become airborne to prevent a collision. The FAA (2014) suggests 
building intersections in a right angle in order to increase the visibility of the runway (or 
taxiway) a pilot is about to cross.  
Impact. Since the principal purposes of runways are to enable the departure and 
arrival of aircraft, any activity requiring the use of the runway takes time away from its 
main goal. On airports running at runway capacity, this becomes an issue when crossing 
aircraft get runway time allocated to them, arriving airplanes are holding on the airport 
terminal airspace waiting for their turn to land, and departing aircraft are holding at the 
taxiways waiting for their departure time. Any aircraft holding in a taxiway contributes to 
overall airport congestion.  
There is limited literature regarding the analysis on the exact impact of runway 
crossings in overall airport operational efficiency. In their Report 79, the Airport 
Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) of the National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) published an attempt to calculate the impact on 
capacity and taxi times (NASEM, 2012). In the report, the ACRP presents a formula to 
calculate runway capacity reduction based on original capacity, the number of crossings 
per hour, the number of crossings, and the amount of heavy jets departing the crossed 
runway. Several studies and innovative technologies do consider runway crossings as part 
of a group of elements influencing overall taxiway usage efficiency, reviewed in the 
subsection “Increasing efficiency of runway crossings”. 
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Wake turbulence. As an aircraft moves, it generates a disturbance in the 
atmosphere it goes through; among these disturbances, wings generate vortexes that trail 
from their tip. These disturbances can generate turbulence that pose a danger to a 
preceding aircraft, especially in the landing and departure phases. To overcome this, 
regulations require a gap between takeoffs and landings, based on the type of aircraft. 
The FAA classifies aircraft into four categories, discriminated by the maximum take of 
weight; those categories are: Small, Large, Heavy, and Super; Boeing 757s should by 
definition be considered under the Large category, but due to accidents being related to 
its wake vortex turbulence the aircraft is considered Heavy. A new categorization (FAA, 
2016b) renamed the categories with letters from A being the largest and heaviest, to F 
being the smallest and lightest; the new criteria considers not only maximum takeoff 
weight (MTOW) but also the wingspan. 
There are wake turbulence restrictions for each phase of a flight: takeoff, airborne, 
and landing. In the case of takeoff restrictions on same or parallel runways separated less 
than 2500 feet, departing in the same direction, the rules are:  
 small, large, or heavy behind heavy, 2 minutes; 
 small, large, or heavy behind super, 3 minutes; and 
 in the case of small behind large, there is no actual requirement, although the 
ATC might issue an optional cautionary advisory (FAA, 2016). 
Even though the new categorization process (FAA, 2016b) has defined new 
categorization rules, the current version of the FAA Aeronautical Information Manual 
(AIM) does not refer to the new categorization. As of November 2017, 23 U.S. airports 
have implemented these new categorization standards (FAA, 2017a). 
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Wake vortex separation rules during takeoffs pose a direct impact to runway 
crossings because aircraft can utilize the gap between takeoffs to cross the runway. This 
implies that scheduling crossings to match the occurrence of Heavy departures would be 
a valid strategy to make a more efficient utilization of the runway and thus reduce delay. 
Runway incursions. Another dimension of the impact of runway crossings is 
safety. Whenever an aircraft crosses a runway without explicit ATC clearance, the 
crossing aircraft runs into a potentially catastrophic risk of colliding with an arriving or 
departing aircraft; this is called runway incursion, and the FAA not only considers it a 
risk between aircraft but also between an aircraft and vehicles, persons, or objects. The 
FAA classifies runway incursions into four categories. 
 Category A is a serious incident, which narrowly avoided a collision. 
 Category B is an incident in which separation decreases and there is a 
significant potential for collision, which may result in a time critical 
corrective/evasive response to avoid a collision. 
 Category C is an incident characterized by ample time and/or distance to 
avoid a collision. 
 Category D is an incident that meets the definition of runway incursion such 
as incorrect presence of a single vehicle/person/aircraft on the protected area 
of a surface designated for the landing and take-off of aircraft but with no 
immediate safety consequences. 
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Figure 1. Runway incursions (RI) and rate of RI per million operations (FAA). 
 
 
 
As highlighted in Figure 1, the RI rate per million operations has increased 
between 2011 and 2016, beginning to reduce in 2017. Out of these rates, less than 1.5% 
represented categories A or B between 2012 and 2016.  
A study on the 63 busiest U.S. airports found a significant correlation between 
runway incursions and the average amount of crossings per runway (Johnson, Zhao, 
Faulkner & Young, 2016). Despite this, Song, Tessitore, Gurcsik, and Ceylan (2018) 
found a strong correlation of RIs with five other factors: the number of taxi operations, 
the number of general operations, hours of high impact visibility, hours of slight impact 
visibility, and the sum of hours of high, moderate, and slight impact visibility.  
The FAA is working on implementing Runway Status Lights (RWSLs), which 
consist of Runway Entry Lights (RELs), placed along the centerline of a taxiway leading 
to a runway crossing, and Takeoff Holding Lights (THLs), and placed along the runway 
centerline. Both lights run automatically, do not intend to replace ATC clearance orders, 
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and turn red if a runway is not suitable for crossing, departing, or landing due to the 
presence of another aircraft or vehicle. A study by the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(USDOT, 2008) reported 70% reduction in runway incursions at Dallas-Fort Worth 
Airport. 
Nonetheless, with the objective of mitigating runway incursions, the FAA is 
working on limiting the number of runway crossings in airports (FAA, 2015) together 
with the previously discussed initiatives.  
Efficiency on Runway Crossings  
There are numerous studies related to making a more efficient runway crossing 
process. The fundamental problem relies on how to allow crossing aircraft to move as 
swiftly as possible without jeopardizing the departure operations of the runway.  
One of the particularities of delay associated with runway crossing is that, as 
arriving taxiing aircraft must normally hold short of the runway waiting for ATC 
clearance to cross a runway, once they get clearance, the process of going from idle to 
movement is itself time-consuming and builds up delay. In this regard, Cheng, Sharma, 
and Foyle (2001) proposed a pre-throttle procedure to reduce the gap between the 
crossing clearance command and the actual crossing, finding a 30% decrease in crossing 
time; even though the authors considered the reduction insignificant compared with the 
overall taxi times, they recognize the importance for allowing more crossings or more 
departures. 
Cheng, Sharma, and Foyle (2001) also proposed an automated feedback system to 
optimize the use of crossings and runway operations. Their system would make aircraft 
arrive at the runway crossing at the exact moment the ATC is able to clear them for 
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crossing and thus eliminate the delay associated with stopping and then putting the 
aircraft into motion again. Anagnostakis and Clarke (2003) proposed a two-stage 
heuristic algorithm that generated and ranked departure slots and runway crossing slots in 
order to optimize runway usage. Joon, Malik, and Gupta (2010) went further and 
proposed a model for increasing efficiency by scheduling departures considering a 
combination of the departure schedule itself, wake vortex separation criteria, departure 
fix restrictions, and runway crossings required by arriving aircraft.  
A major component in taxiing optimization is taxiway route planning, which 
could involve the crossing of runways. Roling and Visser (2008) addressed this issue by 
proposing a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) concept where several variables 
considered affecting the taxi route (i.e. taxiways, taxiway intersections, runway crossings, 
runway, and apron entries) generated a set of nodes and links with cost factors that fed a 
cost-minimizing algorithm. Clare and Richards (2011) presented results on the MILP 
concept in taxi routing from both Roling and Visser (2008) and their own previous work 
where they define an optimized MILP for taxiway routing (Clare, Richards & Sharma, 
2008). Their results showed taxi times reduced to half when compared with the basic 
first-come-first-serve approach, with significant improvements in departure aircraft flow. 
The problem of taxiway routing is still subject of research: a novel approach by Cheng, 
Zou, and Liu (2014) considered the selection of runway exits as a new factor for taxiway 
routing on arriving flights, showing improvements in scheduling when using taxiway 
operations in Beijing Capital International Airport as a testing background. 
In line with these researches, NASA developed a concept named Spot and 
Runway Departure Advisor (SARDA) which generates runway crossing times and 
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departure schedules in order to hold departing aircraft at their gates until an optimum 
pushback time is reached. Atkins, Capozzi, Churchill, Fernandes, and Provan (2013) 
found SARDA reduced taxi times and increased runway throughput and thus reduced fuel 
consumption, although gate availability was a concern due to high gate delay times. 
Furthermore, there was no observed improvement in runway crossing efficiency. The 
study suggested to combine Runway crossing optimization with taxi routing to take 
advantage of multiple runway crossings.  
NASA subsequently developed a new technology named Integrated Arrival, 
Departure, and Surface System (IADS) in cooperation with the FAA and several industry 
partners by combining SARDA (which focused solely on ground operations) with two 
technologies focused in terminal airspace management named Precision Departure 
Release Capability (PDRC) and Terminal Sequencing and Spacing (TSAS). One of IADS 
main components, the Surface Predictive Engine, expanded the ability of SARDA to hold 
flights from unnecessarily pushing back from their gates by adding new variables to the 
calculation of ideal pushback times such as real time flight status of arriving flights and 
predicted taxi routes, among others. The first phase of IADS demonstration commenced 
in September 2017 at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport. Sharma, Capps, 
Engelland, and Jung (2018) reported benefits on the airspace management capabilities 
but, most importantly for this study, they reported significant reductions in taxi times and 
fuel consumption thanks to the better predictability of ideal pushback times.  
End-Around Taxiways 
One of the main strategies conceived to mitigate the negative impact of runway 
crossings has been the concept of a taxiway going around one of the ends of a runway in 
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order to allow an independent flow of air traffic for both crossing and departing aircraft. 
These taxiways, known as End-Around Taxiways (EATs) or Perimeter Taxiways, have 
only begun to be implemented in the past decade in the United States. Major airports such 
as Dallas-Fort Worth began operations of its first EAT in late 2008, and Atlanta 
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport (ATL), highlighted in Figure 2, began operations 
with the first EAT in U.S. soil just a year before in 2007.  
The Decision Documents issued by the Airport Obstructions Standards 
Committee establishes FAA policy regarding EATs. Only departing aircraft have 
permission to overfly an operational perimeter taxiway, and the aircraft tail height 
determines how far away from a runway an aircraft has to taxi. The FAA Advisory 
Circular 150/5300 also rules about EATs, specifying that its centerline “must be a 
minimum 1500 feet from the stop end of the runway. These minimum dimensions are 
increased if necessary to prevent aircraft tails from penetrating the 40:1 departure surface 
and any surface identified in Order 8260.3” (FAA, 2014, p. 156). In addition, the EAT 
must be entirely outside of the Instrument Landing System (ILS) critical area. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Layout of ATL displaying the taxiing path via an EAT on westbound 
operations. Runway 26L is used for departures, while 26R for arrivals. 
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The exact benefits of these taxiways are still subject of study, although an analysis 
on the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) case (Ruszkowski, Engelland, & 
Shawn, 2010) proved a reduction in taxi out times, a slight increase in taxi in times, but a 
reduced variability in taxi in times and a reduced amount of pilot/controller 
communications for taxi clearances. Le (2014) analyzed the impact of EATs in DFW, 
ATL, and Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW) and found significant improvements in 
taxi time and thus in fuel burn. 
Le (2014) highlighted several reasons why an airport authority might not consider 
building an EAT, including 
 the land where the EAT should be constructed might not be suitable for 
developing a taxiway due to geography, environment impact, or other 
constructions; 
 the airport might not own the land where the EAT should be built and might 
not have the possibility of purchasing or leasing it; and 
 development cost and financing options might make the project unfeasible. 
Airport Simulation 
 In order to evaluate the potential of proposed airport infrastructure modifications, 
simulation is a resource employed by companies within the aviation industry (Jeppesen, 
2019). The simulation process begins with the construction of a model that resembles the 
actual operation of the airport. Immediately afterward, a validation process is executed in 
order to ensure that the model accurately represent the real airport; to do this, a series of 
key performance indicators (KPIs) are selected and compared between the results of the 
simulation and real data coming from observations at the airport. Validation can be 
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performed by several different techniques, among them the comparison of means, 
variances, and distributions (Sargent, 2013). 
After validation, the model is modified solely on a select group of one or several 
elements while ensuring that the rest of the model remains unmodified. Each one of these 
groups of modified elements constitute the independent variables of the experiment 
process, whereas the dependent variables are defined as those elements from the 
simulation output that shall be analyzed.  
An analysis is performed over the simulation outputs, and the variances between 
the dependent variables are studied. Once again, comparison of means is performed for 
validating hypothesis (Sargent, 2013), and conclusions are drawn. For simulation projects 
that intend to assess the need for investments, the analysis is accompanied by economic 
figures that help contrast the cost of projects with the benefit associated with them. 
Use of TAAM. The SME, as well as other airport consultant firms, utilize TAAM 
in aviation projects all around the world (Jeppesen, 2015).  
The FAA has used it to support the planning and environmental analyses of the 
Re-Evaluation of the O'Hare Modernization Environmental Impact Statement (FAA, 
2017b). The study evaluated a proposal of six parallel runways at the Chicago airport and 
found delay reductions greater than other proposed alternatives. 
For research purposes, numerous papers use TAAM as the main method of 
experimentation. ERAU Master’s candidates have produced numerous academic research 
papers:  
 Similar to the FAA project in Chicago, Subramanian (2002) investigated the 
effect of implementing two different runway layouts at Philadelphia 
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International Airport. On one hand, the author proposed a new set of runways 
parallel to the existing ones, and on the other hand, a new distribution of 
runways set in diagonal of the current orientation. The study demonstrated 
TAAM’s capability of comparing different ground infrastructure layouts; a 
comparison similar to the one proposed by this study. The throughput results 
allowed the author to assert the preference of one layout over the other. 
 Davis (2017) also analyzed different scenarios, but instead of ground 
modifications, the author worked with airspace changes by studying the effect 
of alternative Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) configuration. In the 
study, the researcher utilized TAAM’s randomization feature in order to fulfill 
the randomization requirement to execute student’s t-tests for means 
comparison. The changes found in the six variables analyzed were significant 
enough to recommend the alternate STAR configuration. 
 Newman (2011) evaluated the difference on fuel consumption when using two 
different sets of aircraft fleets. The study consisted on simulations performed 
on the Boeing 737NG family and the DC-9-30 on various routes used by 
Delta Airlines out of Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport. The 
author combined the fuel burn results with fuel costs to reach economic 
figures intended for decision-making. 
Analysis of the Airport Simulated  
The airport has three parallel runways oriented 160° and 340°, leading to their 
runway names 16R/34L, 16C/34C, and 16L/34R. Despite their relative proximity, these 
three runways enjoy several degrees of independence. The FAA has authorized 
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simultaneous approaches between the runway pairs 16L and 16R, as well as 16C and 
16R, as showcased in Figure 3. An analysis performed on flight statistics (FAA, 2019) 
from 2018 show that southbound orientation encompasses 65% of the departures and 
71% of the arrivals at the airport. Furthermore, the runways have landings and departures 
unevenly distributed among them, as shown in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1 
Flight Operations on KERU During 2018 (FAA ASPM) 
 
 Departures Arrivals 
Runway Quantity Percentage Quantity Percentage 
16C 75017 53% 2408 2% 
16L 65533 47% 15881 10% 
16R 25 < 0.1% 135793 88% 
Subtotal 140575 65% 154082 71% 
34C 19957 27% 1485 2% 
34R 54740 73% 6380 10% 
34L 9 < 0.1% 54204 87% 
Subtotal 74706 35% 62069 29% 
Total 216204 100% 216457 100% 
  
 
 
Aircraft utilized. In 2016, aircraft belonging to the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 
families carried out 60% of the flight operations, while wide-bodies constituted only 4% 
of them; regional jets summed 14%, and turboprops 21%. During 2018, narrow bodies 
went up to 63%; wide-bodies stayed at 4%, regionals went up to 18%, and turboprops 
down to 15% (Cirium, 2019). Military and general aviation aircraft complete the total 
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plethora of aircraft flying in and out of KERU, which constitute less than 1% of flight 
operations for each category. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Extract from FAA ILS or LOC for Runway 16R at KERU. Some information 
was cleared to preserve the anonymity of the airport. 
 
 
 
 Arrival operations. Aircraft arriving at the airport land mainly on runway 16R. 
On 2018, only 2% landed at 16C and 10% on 16L, the latter consisting mainly on heavy 
cargo and wide-body aircraft who need to use the longest airport runway. 16R has four 
runway exits on each orientation, whereas the three mostly used are those leading to 
taxiways N, P, and Q. Once taxiing on these taxiways, the path to the apron located on 
the east side of the airport involves crossing runways 16C and 16L. In order to prevent 
taxiing southbound on the taxiways located east of 16L (which are mainly used 
northbound), some aircraft taxi southbound on the taxiway located between runways 16R 
and 16C, taxiway T. This allows them to switch the taxiway they use to cross 16C and 
16L, potentially reducing traffic on the taxiways.  
Taxiway N crossings of runways 16C and 16L are located within the high-energy 
areas of both runways. Furthermore, runway 16L crossings of taxiways N and P have an 
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acute angle. Other runway crossings are also located within the high-energy areas of 16C 
and 16L or cross any of both runways at an acute angle but are not relevant to this study. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Airport layout highlighting the three main pathways from 16R to the apron. 
 
 
 Departure operations. Aircraft departing from the airport take off from runways 
16C and 16L, since only arrivals utilize 16R. In 2018, 53% of departing aircraft used 
runway 16C, while the remaining 47% used 16L. All heavy cargo and wide-body aircraft 
depart 16L due to their need of a longer runway. There are two parallel taxiways located 
between runway 16L and the aprons located along the entire east side of the airport; these 
are taxiways A and B and are used mainly on a northbound orientation taking departing 
aircraft to the north end of the runways to line up for takeoff.  
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Figure 5. Airport layout highlighting the two main departure pathways. 
 
 
 
Summary 
The ever-growing increase in air traffic is challenging airports regarding dealing 
with complex challenges of airside infrastructure, one of them being an increase in 
runway crossings, which consist on the crossing of runways by taxiways. Runway 
crossings generate delay for arrivals when taxiing to reach their gates, delay for 
departures when taxiing to takeoff, and represent a risk to safety whenever an 
unauthorized incursion occurs. The use of end-around taxiways reduces the downside 
impact of runway crossings, but there are numerous reasons that make airports not 
consider this option and remain using runway crossings. Several studies have proposed 
programmatically scheduling both runway usage and the need for crossings, but no 
literature was found on the effect of systematically adding crossings. Simulation is a 
broadly used tool to assess the impact of modifying airport layouts, among which 
academia and industry uses TAAM on this regard. KERU is an airport where over 85% 
of its arrivals cross a departure runway on their way to the apron, and with a majority of 
short-haul and regional aircraft operating, this makes KERU a good candidate for this 
study.  
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Chapter III 
Methodology 
Research Approach 
This study consisted of simulating four potential scenarios of airside infrastructure 
layout for KERU Airport. The data retrieved from the simulations were processed with 
statistical tests in order to assess the significance of the differences found throughout the 
different scenarios. 
Design and procedures. Simulation was the main apparatus for this study; the 
study design was essentially experimental. The experiment process began with the 
creation and validation of a baseline model, which was eventually used for comparison 
with the alternative layouts. The SME, the airport development department of a large 
consulting company, provided an initial airport model for TAAM, which included several 
aspects that are specific for this airport. Once the baseline was defined, a series of 
alternative layouts were designed. Simulating followed, as well as collecting the output 
data from those simulations. Finally, statistical analysis was performed on the data and 
conclusions were drawn out of them.  
Apparatus and materials. TAAM was the sole tool used for the acquisition of 
data. Once the model was complete and the simulation executed, TAAM generated a 
wide variety of outputs with data related to the simulation, all of them in the form of plain 
text files located in the simulation folder. The processing of the output of the simulation 
was carried out through several software applications. Jeppesen provides, as part of the 
simulation engine, a reporting tool that generates predefined table reports and graphics. 
Python was used to develop several scripts to automate work-intensive processes related 
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to statistics, validation, and comparison. Microsoft Excel was utilized for basic data 
manipulation and SPSS for major statistical analysis.     
Data Sample 
 The sample flight schedule was provided by the SME and consisted in a schedule 
similar to the one observed in the months of August and September of 2016 at KERU. An 
additional flight schedule was generated to resemble the forecasted operations in 2026. 
Sources of the Data  
The study encompassed two main sources of data.  
 The SME, who provided the baseline for building the simulation model, 
including the airport layout, a flight schedule, Standard Instrument Departure 
(SIDs), Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs), and simulation rules. 
 The FAA Aerospace Forecast (FAA, 2019a), which provided the expected 
traffic growth for the airport, serving as a base for the creation of the future 
flight operations schedule. 
Instrument Validity 
 When doing research by means of a simulation, the validation of the baseline 
model ensures that the comparisons made with further simulations have as a counterpart a 
realistic representation. For a simulation model to be valid, its output must not show 
significant differences with a real-life data source. 
The baseline model was provided by the SME and was suggested to resemble the 
airport operations as of September 1, 2016. The baseline model included: 
 overall airside layout, including runways, taxiways, aprons, gates; 
 airspace layout, including SIDs and STARs for the airport; 
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 flight schedule; and 
 runway, taxiway, apron, and gate usage rules. 
Before accepting the model as valid, a comparison was conducted between the 
model output and the real data. 
 The real data was extracted from the FAA online database of its Aviation System 
Performance Metrics (ASPM) Program, which keeps track of flights arriving and 
departing a select number of airports in the United States and makes that information 
available online for the public to download. Airport simulation consultants use ASPM for 
the validation of their models. The ASPM data retrieved included operations spanning 
one month before and one month after the baseline model date suggested by the SME, 
making the baseline comprise all operations from the months of August and September of 
2016. Once the data was retrieved, it was analyzed and cleaned in order to eliminate 
outliers that would render a comparison ineffective: as the model would simulate 
southbound operations, days with northbound operations were eliminated, as well as days 
with mixed southbound-northbound operations; this greatly reduced the amount of 
registries used for the comparison from 60 days to 27 days. 
 The baseline validation consisted of a series of comparisons performed on four 
variables: departure rates, arrival rates, taxi in times, and taxi out times. These variables 
were the ones made available by ASPM and were grouped by runway, local hour, and 
day. For each group of datum, t-tests were performed to assess the significance of the 
differences between the means of the data collected in ASPM and the means of the data 
collected with TAAM. Ten simulation runs were performed using TAAM in order to 
satisfy the randomization requirement. The null hypothesis in these tests was that there 
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was no significant difference between the means of the variables. For daily means, the 
alpha level was set to 0.10 in order to reject the null only if the models actually did not 
show strong similarities in its means.  
 In order to automatize the process of analyzing the output of TAAM, gathering 
the ASPM data, and performing the t-tests, a script was coded in Python version 2.7 
utilizing the t-test and Levene test functions of the scipy module version 1.2.0. The 
ASPM was loaded in a SQL database and accessed by the Python script using the pyodbc 
module. The researcher used Microsoft Excel as a final consolidation tool for the display 
of the entire set of data, as well as for the generation of graphics. 
Since the baseline model was initially found not to be calibrated with the 
suggested simulated date nor the collection of days spanning a month before and a month 
after, a series of adjustments on the baseline model were performed in order to reduce the 
mean differences to the proposed alpha levels. The airport layout was not part on this 
effort; the modifications included runway and taxiway utilization rules, as well as making 
modifications to the flight schedule. 
 As a result, the final calibrated model showed p values greater than 0.35 on the 
daily means of all variables. Table 2 summarizes the significances obtained on each 
variable. 
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Table 2 
Baseline Validation T-test Results 
 Departures Arrivals Taxi Out Taxi In 
 16L 16C 16L 16R 16L 16C 16L 16R 
Daily 
Means 
p value 
0.78 0.96 0.35 0.39 0.69 0.66 0.49 0.86 
 
 
 One of the methods utilized for validation is visual comparison of trends on 
dependent variables (Sargent, 2013). The runway throughputs and taxi times from ASPM 
and TAAM are presented in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6. Average throughput per hour for arrivals on runways 16L (a) and 16R (b) and 
for departures on runways 16C (c) and 16L (d). 
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Runway throughput was simulated with precision, with only slight differences as 
showcased in Figure 6; this matches not only the significant p values on daily means, but 
also the reduced number of significant differences throughout the analysis by hour. 
Arrival taxi in time was also simulated with precision for runway 16R, with the exception 
of 5AM, as highlighted in Figure 7. Taxi in time for 16L shows the mean close to 400 
seconds throughout most of the day. Departure taxi out times has the daily mean within 
real values but oscillating throughout the day.  
 
 
 
Figure 7. Average taxi time per hour for arrivals on runways 16R (a) and 16L (b) and for 
departures on runways 16C (c) and 16L (d). 
 
Treatment of the Data 
 Independent variables. The independent variables considered in this study were 
on one hand the airport layouts, which comprised the baseline and the three alternative 
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runway crossing configurations, and on the other hand the flight schedule year which 
comprised years 2016 and 2026.  
Design of alternative layouts. Once the baseline model was validated, a series of 
alternative layouts was built. The SME contributed with inputs based on its personal 
experience in the design of airport infrastructure and provided a final approval of the 
resulting layouts. The premise for designing the new layouts was to systematically add 
runway crossings on each subsequent layout. The location of the crossings was decided 
not to be random, but instead follow a pattern for the addition of such crossings.  
Considering runway 16R absorbs more than 85% of the landings on southbound 
operations, a focus was set the path of aircraft arriving through this runway. Runway 16R 
has three high-speed runway exits, which lead to taxiways that cross runways 16C and 
16L. The criteria for locating the additional runway crossings followed two premises: 
first, to ensure the taxiways crossed runways 16C and 16L in a perpendicular way; 
second, each current runway crossing would be duplicated with a parallel taxiway 
running along the current existing taxiways. This accounted for three new additional 
runway crossings; therefore, three new layouts were built each one with one additional 
crossing added. 
First runway crossing configuration. In the first alternative, taxiway Q and its 
runway crossings were duplicated between taxiways T and B. Taxiway P was redesigned 
to cross runways 16C and 16L in a perpendicular way, as shown in Figure 8. Part of the 
old taxiway P, comprising the section between 16L and taxiway B, became part of the 
new parallel crossing. A new simulation rule was added where aircraft exiting 16R 
through taxiway Q will make a decision on which of the two parallel crossings to use; 
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this decision will be based on the current occupancy of both crossing taxiways. This rule 
should emulate an ATC commanding arrivals into the most efficient taxipath to the gate. 
 
 
Figure 8. First alternative layout with one additional runway crossing. 
 
 
Second runway crossing configuration. In the second alternative, taxiway P was 
duplicated thus adding an additional runway crossing, as shown in Figure 9. No further 
modifications of the airside infrastructure were executed in this configuration. Just as 
with the first alternative, a new simulation rule was added where aircraft exiting 16R 
through taxiway P will make a decision on which of the two parallel crossings to use; this 
decision will be based on the current occupancy of both crossing taxiways. 
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Figure 9. Second alternative layout with two additional runway crossings. 
 
 
 
Third runway crossing configuration. In the third alternative, taxiway N was 
first reconfigured to cross runways 16C and 16L in a perpendicular way. Taxiway M, one 
of the high-speed exits of 16C, was eliminated to make space for the new location of 
taxiway N. Additionally, a parallel taxiway was added south of taxiway N in order to 
account for the third crossing added to the model, as shown on Figure 10. Just as with the 
first and second alternatives, a new simulation rule was added where aircraft exiting 16R 
through taxiway N will make a decision on which of the two parallel crossings to use; 
this decision will be based on the current occupancy of both crossing taxiways. 
The elimination of the high-speed exit taxiway M had no impact on this study 
because only departures utilize runway 16C. 
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Figure 10. Third alternative layout with three additional runway crossings. 
 
 
 
Creation of alternative flight schedules. Since the baseline validation included 
validating the flight schedule, once the baseline was validated, the alternative flight 
schedule was also created. To do this, the researcher used a tool provided by TAAM, 
which automatically generates schedules based on an original schedule; a percentage 
increase is specified, and the tool adds the specified percentage of flights to the original 
schedule by randomly duplicating flights already existing on the original schedule. The 
baseline schedule resembled 2016 operations; since the alternative was intended to 
resemble the schedule for 2026, the percentage increase was set to 16% in order to match 
the FAA forecast (FAA, 2019b). 
Dependent Variables. The dependent variables analyzed were the taxi time for 
16R arrivals, the taxi times for 16C and 16L departures, the sequencing delay, and the 
runway delay. The unit of measurement of all of these variables is seconds. 
Hypothesis Testing 
The main statistical method utilized for the analysis of the output data was the 
two-way ANOVA due to the existence of more than one independent variable, each with 
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more than one level. Whenever the ANOVAs revealed significances, post-hoc tests 
executed automatically revealed the exact factor levels where significance was found. 
Some variables required further analysis, which was performed using independent 
samples t-tests since these cases were always related to only two groups. A significance 
level of 5% was set to test the hypotheses.  
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Chapter IV 
Results 
The execution of the described research methodology generated as an output a 
collection of simulated data representing the behavior of KERU under the proposed 
runway crossing layouts and flight schedules. Through the statistical analysis of this data, 
the researcher will better understand the exact benefit that would result as an outcome of 
expanding the number of runway crossings in an airport running parallel operations.  
As a byproduct, two scripts designed to analyze and compare both simulation 
outputs and ASPM data were developed. These scripts will be included in the appendix 
of this thesis for future researchers to utilize. 
Taxi in Times on Runway 16R 
The research question is if there are differences between taxi times on arrivals on 
runway 16R based on the flight schedule year (2016 and 2026) and the airport layout 
(baseline, alternative with one, two, and three additional runway crossings). Three null 
hypotheses are evaluated. H01: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference 
between taxi times on arrivals on runway 16R based on the flight schedule year. H02: The 
null hypothesis is there is no significant difference between taxi times on arrivals on 
runway 16R based on the airport layout. H03: The null hypothesis is there is no 
significant interaction between flight schedule year and airport layout, for taxi times on 
arrivals on runway 16R. 
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Table 3 
Descriptive Statistics for Taxi in Times on Runway 16R 
 
 2016 2026 Total 
  N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Baseline 10 495.46 6.42 10 559.27 17.41 20 527.45 35.09 
Alternative 1 10 470.10 9.45 10 534.60 12.77 20 502.35 34.85 
Alternative 2 10 440.50 8.16 10 481.20 7.05 20 460.85 22.16 
Alternative 3 10 385.10 6.35 10 421.50 12.39 20 403.30 20.99 
Total 40 447.83 42.30 40 499.15 55.08 80 473.49 55.21 
 
 
 
Table 4 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects of Taxi in Times on Runway 16R 
  
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 232616.7 7 33230.96 292.881 < .001* 
Intercept 17935233 1 17935233 158071.9 < .001* 
Layout 176619.7 3 58873.25 518.878 < .001* 
Year 52685.11 1 52685.11 464.339 < .001* 
Layout * Year 3311.837 3 1103.946 9.73 < .001* 
Error 8169.3 72 113.463   
Total 18176019 80    
Corrected Total 240786 79       
*: Indicates a significant effect 
 
A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the influence of the 
type of airport layout and the flight schedule year on the taxi times for arrivals on runway 
16R. Airport layout included four levels (baseline, alternative with one additional runway 
crossing, alternative with two additional runway crossings, alternative with three 
additional runway crossings) and flight schedule year consisted of two levels (2016, 
2026). As shown in Table 4, all effects were statistically significant at the .05 
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significance level. The main effect for airport layout yielded an F ratio of                    
F(3, 72) = 518.8, p < .001, indicating a significant difference between the four layouts. 
The descriptive statistics are baseline (M = 527.45, SD = 35.093), the alternative with one 
additional runway crossing (M = 502.35, SD = 34.846), the alternative with two 
additional runway crossings (M = 460.85, SD = 22.158), and the alternative with three 
additional runway crossings (M = 403.30, SD = 20.986). A post hoc Tukey test showed 
significant differences between all layouts at a .05 level. Table 3 shows the difference in 
means for each layout and year combination, while Figure 11 illustrates the dimension of 
those differences. Table 5 highlights the results of the post-hoc test.  
 
Table 5  
ANOVA Comparisons of Taxi in Times on Runway 16R from Four Layouts 
 
    Tukey’s HSD Comparisons 
Layout n Mean SD BASE ALT1 ALT2 
Baseline 20 527.45 35.093    
Alternative 1 20 502.35 34.846 < .001   
Alternative 2 20 460.85 22.158 < .001 < .001  
Alternative 3 20  403.3 20.986 < .001 < .001 < .001 
 
 
 
The main effect for flight schedule year yielded an F ratio of F(1, 72) = 464.3,     
p < .001, indicating a significant difference between the 2016 flight schedule                 
(M = 447.83, SD = 42.304) and the 2026 flight schedule (M = 499.15, SD = 55.077). The 
interaction effect was significant, F(3, 72) = 9.73, p < .001, indicating that the airport 
layout effect was greater in the 2026 flight schedule than in the 2016 flight schedule. 
Based on the results, hypothesis H01, H02, and H03 are rejected. 
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Figure 11. Estimated marginal means for Taxi Times on Arrivals on 16R (seconds). 
 
 
Further comparison. A focused analysis was performed on Taxi Times on 
Arrivals on 16R, which was analyzed separately at the 2016 flight schedule, and at the 
2026 flight schedule levels. The research question is if there are differences between taxi 
times on arrivals on runway 16R based just on the airport layout (baseline, alternative 
with one, two, and three additional runway crossings) and keeping the flight schedule 
year constant in both 2016 and 2026 levels. Two null hypotheses are evaluated. H04: The 
null hypothesis is there is no significant difference in the 2016 flight schedule between 
taxi times on arrivals on runway 16R based on the airport layout. H05: The null 
hypothesis is there is no significant difference in the 2026 flight schedule between taxi 
times on arrivals on runway 16R based on the airport layout.  
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Table 6 
One-way ANOVA Results for Taxi in Times on Runway 16R on 2016 
 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 67667.08 3 22555.69 381.456 < .001 
Within Groups 2128.7 36 59.131   
Total 69795.78 39    
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Taxi in means for 16R on 2016, based on type of layout (seconds). 
 
 
 
With the alpha-level set at .05, the one-way between-subjects ANOVA was 
significant, F(3, 36) = 381.456, p < .001. Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was 
not significant (p = .163), indicating an equal variance. The post hoc test, Tukey HSD, 
indicated that for 2026, the mean for the baseline layout (M = 495.6, SD = 6.36) was 
significantly higher than the mean for the first alternative (M = 470.1, SD = 9.44). The 
first alternative was significantly higher than the mean for the second alternative           
(M = 440.5, SD = 8.15), which was significantly higher than the mean for the third 
alternative (M = 385.1, SD = 6.35). Table 6 summarizes the results of the ANOVA, while 
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Figure 12 illustrates the differences in the means. Based on the results, the null 
hypothesis H04 was rejected. 
 
Table 7 
One-way ANOVA Results for Taxi in Times on Runway 16R on 2026 
 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 112264.5 3 37421.5 223.02 < .001 
Within Groups 6040.6 36 167.794   
Total 118305.1 39    
*: Indicates a significant effect 
 
 
 
 With the alpha-level set at .05, the one-way between-subjects ANOVA was 
significant, F(3, 36) = 223.02, p < .001. Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was 
significant (p = .172). The post hoc test, Tukey HSD, indicated that for 2026 the mean of 
the baseline (M = 559.27, SD = 17.41) was significantly higher than the mean of the 
layout with one additional runway crossing (M = 534.6, SD = 12.77). The post hoc test 
also indicated that the latter mean was significantly higher than the mean for the layout 
with two additional runway crossings (M = 481.2, SD = 7.05), which was significantly 
higher than the mean for the layout with three additional runway crossings (M = 421.5, 
SD = 12.39). Table 7 summarizes the results of the ANOVA, while Figure 13 illustrates 
the differences in the means. Based on the results, the null hypothesis H05 was rejected. 
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Figure 13. Taxi in means for 16R on 2026, based on type of layout (seconds). 
 
 
Table 8 
Means and Percentage Changes on Taxi Times for Arrivals on Runway 16R 
  
 2016 2026  
 Mean 
Layout 
Change 
Mean 
Layout 
Change 
Year 
Change 
Baseline 495.46 - 559.27 - 12.9% 
Alternative 1 470.10 -5.1% 534.60 -4.4% 13.7% 
Alternative 2 440.50 -6.3% 481.20 -10.0% 9.2% 
Alternative 3 385.10 -12.6% 421.50 -12.4% 9.5% 
 
 
 
As shown on Table 8, taxi times increased significantly between years 2016 and 
2026. The airport layouts of Baseline, Alternative 1, Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 
showed increases in taxi times in order of 12.9%, 13.7%, 9.2%, and 9.5% respectively, 
presenting no particular ascending or descending trend in percentage amounts throughout 
both flight schedule years. On the other hand, layout changes did show trending 
descending changes in percentage amounts. For the year 2016, the airport layouts of 
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Alternative 1, Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 showed subsequent decreases in taxi times 
in orders of 5.1%, 6.3%, and 12.6% when compared with its immediate predecessor. For 
the year 2026, the airport layouts of Alternative 1, Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 
showed subsequent decreases in taxi times in orders of 4.4%, 10%, and 12.4% when 
compared with its immediate predecessor. Table 8 summarizes these percentage amounts, 
while Figure 14 highlights the descending trends on taxi times for both years. 
 
 
Figure 14. Percentage changes for means of taxi times on arrivals on 16R (seconds). 
 
 
Taxi out Times on Runway 16L 
The research question is if there are differences between taxi times on departures 
on runway 16L based on the flight schedule year (2016 and 2026) and the airport layout 
(baseline, alternative with one, two, and three additional runway crossings). Three null 
hypotheses are evaluated. H06: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference 
between taxi times on departures on runway 16L based on the flight schedule year. H07: 
The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference between taxi times on departures 
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on runway 16L based on the airport layout. H08: The null hypothesis is there is no 
significant interaction between flight schedule year and airport layout for taxi times on 
departures on runway 16L. 
 
Table 9 
Descriptive Statistics for Taxi out Times on Runway 16L 
 
 2016 2026 Total 
 N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Baseline 10 854.80 75.50 10 1262.80 108.89 20 1058.80 228.30 
Alternative 1 10 850.6 63.33 10 1231.10 86.04 20 1040.85 208.58 
Alternative 2 10 842 46.082 10 1199.70 121.53 20 1020.85 204.14 
Alternative 3 10 860.5 62.315 10 1267.20 87.24 20 1063.85 221.30 
Total 40 851.98 60.61 40 1240.20 101.83 80 1046.09 212.34 
 
 
 
Table 10 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects of Taxi in Times on Runway 16L 
  
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 3045821.688 7 435117.4 60.69 < .001* 
Intercept 87543924.61 1 87543925 12210.49 < .001* 
Year 3014373.012 1 3014373 420.44 < .001* 
Layout 22829.537 3 7609.846 1.061 0.371 
Year * Layout 8619.138 3 2873.046 0.401 0.753 
Error 516208.7 72 7169.565   
Total 91105955 80    
Corrected Total 3562030.388 79    
*: Indicates a significant effect 
 
 
A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the influence of the 
type of airport layout and the flight schedule year on the taxi times for departures on 
runway 16L. Airport layout included four levels (baseline, alternative with one additional 
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runway crossing, alternative with two additional runway crossings, alternative with three 
additional runway crossings) and flight schedule year consisted of two levels (2016, 
2026). As shown in Table 10, only year was statistically significant at the .05 significance 
level. The main effect for airport layout yielded an F ratio of F(3, 72) = 1.061, p = 0.371, 
indicating no significant effect. The main effect for flight schedule year yielded an F ratio 
of F(1, 72) = 420.44, p < .001, indicating a significant difference between the 2016 flight 
schedule (M = 851.98, SD = 60.613) and the 2026 flight schedule (M = 1240.2,             
SD = 101.826). Table 9 summarizes the means and standard deviations, while Figure 15 
illustrates the magnitude of those differences. The interaction effect was not significant, 
F(3, 72) = .401, p = .753. Based on the results, hypothesis H06 is rejected while H07 and 
H08 are retained. 
 
 
Figure 15. Estimated marginal means for taxi times on departures on 16L (seconds). 
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Taxi out Times on Runway 16C 
The research question is if there are differences between taxi times of departures 
on runway 16C based on the flight schedule year (2016 and 2026) and the airport layout 
(baseline, alternative with one, two, and three additional runway crossings). Three null 
hypotheses are evaluated. H09: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference 
between taxi times on departures on runway 16C based on the flight schedule year. H010: 
The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference between taxi times on departures 
on runway 16C based on the airport layout. H011: The null hypothesis is there is no 
significant interaction between flight schedule year and airport layout, for taxi times on 
departures on runway 16C. 
 
Table 11 
Descriptive Statistics for Taxi out Times on Runway 16C 
 
 2016 2026 Total 
  N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Baseline 10 1006.50 58.49 10 1519.30 68.05 20 1262.90 270.21 
Alternative 1 10 998.30 44.31 10 1480.90 100.47 20 1239.60 258.85 
Alternative 2 10 975.90 34.95 10 1437.30 69.46 20 1206.60 242.67 
Alternative 3 10 934.50 46.95 10 1228.10 87.22 20 1081.30 165.32 
Total 40 978.80 53.22 40 1416.40 138.75 80 1197.60 243.68 
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Table 12 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects of Taxi out Times on Runway 16C 
 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 4367483.2 7 623926.2 138.778 < .001* 
Intercept 114739660.8 1 1.15E+08 25521.18 < .001* 
Year 3829875.2 1 3829875 851.867 < .001* 
Layout 392695.6 3 130898.5 29.115 < .001* 
Year * Layout 144912.4 3 48304.13 10.744 < .001* 
Error 323702 72 4495.861   
Total 119430846 80    
Corrected Total 4691185.2 79    
*: Indicates a significant effect 
 
 
 
As shown in Table 12, all effects were statistically significant at the .05 
significance level. The main effect for airport layout yielded an F ratio of                    
F(3, 72) = 29.115, p < .001. A post hoc Tukey test showed at a .05 level significant 
differences exclusively between the layout with three additional runway crossings         
(M = 1081.30, SD = 165.32) and the three other layouts. Descriptive statistics of the three 
other layouts include the one with two additional runway crossings (M = 1206.6,          
SD = 242.66), the one with one additional runway crossing (M = 1239.6, SD = 258.84), 
and the baseline layout (M = 1262.90, SD = 270.21). Table 11 shows the difference in 
means for each layout and year combination, while Figure 16 illustrates the dimension of 
those differences. Table 13 highlights the results of the post-hoc test. 
The main effect for flight schedule year yielded an F ratio of F(1, 72) = 851.86,   
p < .001, indicating a significant difference between the 2016 flight schedule (M = 978.8, 
SD = 53.22) and the 2026 flight schedule (M = 1416.4, SD = 138.75). The interaction 
effect was significant, F(3, 72) = 10.744, p < .001, indicating that the airport layout effect 
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was greater in the 2026 flight schedule than in the 2016 flight schedule. Based on the 
results, hypothesis H09, H010, and H011 were rejected. 
 
Table 13  
ANOVA Comparisons of Taxi out Times on Runway 16C from Four Layouts 
 
    Tukey’s HSD Comparisons 
Layout n Mean SD BASE ALT1 ALT2 
Baseline 20 1262.9 35.093    
Alternative 1 20 1239.6 34.846 0.691   
Alternative 2 20 1206.6 22.158 0.047 0.41  
Alternative 3 20 1081.3 20.986 < .001 < .001 < .001 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Estimated marginal means for Taxi Times on Departures on 16C (seconds). 
 
 
 
Further comparison for alternatives 2 and 3. A focused analysis was 
performed on Taxi Times on Departures on 16C, which was analyzed separately at the 
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2016 flight schedule, and at the 2026 flight schedule levels. Only the alternatives with 
two and three additional runway crossings were considered, as only the latter showed in 
the post-hoc test of the ANOVA significant differences with the other layouts, and 
comparing with layouts other than the one with two additional crossings was not of 
interest to this study. 
The research question is if there are differences between taxi times on arrivals on 
runway 16R based just on the airport layout (comparing only the alternatives with two 
and three additional runway crossings) and keeping the flight schedule year constant in 
both 2016 and 2026 levels. Two null hypotheses are evaluated.  
Taxi out times on 16C in 2016. Null hypothesis H012 is that there is no 
significant difference in the 2016 flight schedule between taxi times on arrivals on 
runway 16C between the layouts with two and three additional runway crossings. The 
assumption of equality of variance was tested. Levene’s test of equality of variance was 
not significant (p > .05). The mean of taxi out times in runway 16C for the layout with 
two additional crossings (M = 975.9, SD = 34.95) was larger than the mean of taxi out 
times in runway 16C for the layout with two additional crossings  (M = 934.5,               
SD = 46.95). An independent samples t-test was significant at the alpha level of .05,    
t(18) = 2.237, p = .038. Therefore, null hypothesis H012 was rejected. Cohen’s d = 1.00, 
which is a large effect. 
Taxi out times on 16C in 2026. Null hypothesis H013 is that there is no 
significant difference in the 2026 flight schedule between taxi times on departures on 
runway 16C between the layouts with two and three additional runway crossings. The 
assumption of equality of variance was tested. Levene’s test of equality of variance was 
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not significant (p > .05). The mean of taxi out times in runway 16C for the layout with 
two additional crossings (M = 1437.3, SD = 69.46) was larger than the mean of taxi out 
times in runway 16C for the layout with two additional crossings (M = 1228.1,              
SD = 87.21). An independent samples t-test was significant at the alpha level of .05,  
t(18) = 5.933, p < .001. Therefore, null hypothesis H013 was rejected. Cohen’s d = 2.65, 
which is a large effect. 
Sequencing Delay 
The research question is if there are differences on sequencing delay based on the 
flight schedule year (2016 and 2026) and the airport layout (baseline, alternative with 
one, two, and three additional runway crossings). Three null hypotheses are evaluated. 
H014: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference on sequencing delay based 
on the flight schedule year. H015: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference 
on sequencing delay based on the airport layout. H016: The null hypothesis is there is no 
significant interaction between flight schedule year and airport layout for sequencing 
delay. 
 
Table 14 
Descriptive Statistics for Sequencing Delay 
  
 2016 2026 Total 
  N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev. 
Baseline 10 64.61 4.42 10 117.94 9.30 20 91.27 28.26 
Alternative 1 10 64.75 4.28 10 116.95 9.26 20 90.85 27.68 
Alternative 2 10 64.81 4.34 10 116.27 8.31 20 90.54 27.17 
Alternative 3 10 64.58 4.27 10 116.34 8.37 20 90.46 27.33 
Total 40 64.69 4.16 40 116.87 8.50 80 90.78 27.09 
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A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the influence of the 
type of airport layout and the flight schedule year on sequencing delay. Airport layout 
included four levels (baseline, alternative with one additional runway crossing, 
alternative with two additional runway crossings, alternative with three additional runway 
crossings) and flight schedule year consisted of two levels (2016, 2026). As shown in 
Table 15, only year was statistically significant at the .05 significance level.  
 
Table 15 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects of Sequencing Delay 
 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 54487.222 7 7783.889 161.251 < .001* 
Intercept 659278.784 1 659278.8 13657.62 < .001* 
Year 54469.012 1 54469.01 1128.38 < .001* 
Layout 8.168 3 2.723 0.056 0.982 
Year * Layout 10.042 3 3.347 0.069 0.976 
Error 3475.574 72 48.272   
Total 717241.58 80    
Corrected Total 57962.796 79    
*: Indicates a significant effect 
 
 
 
The main effect for airport layout yielded an F ratio of F(3, 72) = 0.056,               
p = 0.982, indicating no significant effect. The main effect for flight schedule year 
yielded an F ratio of F(1, 72) = 1128.38, p < .001, indicating a significant difference 
between the 2016 flight schedule (M = 64.69, SD = 4.16) and the 2026 flight schedule  
(M = 116.87, SD = 8.5). The interaction effect was not significant, F(3, 72) = .069,          
p = .976. Table 14 summarizes the means and standard deviations, while Figure 17 
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illustrates the magnitude of those differences. Based on the results, hypothesis H014 is 
rejected, while H015 and H016 are retained. 
 
 
Figure 17. Estimated marginal means for sequencing delay (seconds).  
 
 
 
Runway Delay 
The research question is if there are differences on runway delay based on the 
flight schedule year (2016 and 2026) and the airport layout (baseline, alternative with 
one, two, and three additional runway crossings). Three null hypotheses are evaluated. 
H017: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference on runway delay based on 
the flight schedule year. H018: The null hypothesis is there is no significant difference on 
runway delay based on the airport layout. H019: The null hypothesis is there is no 
significant interaction between flight schedule year and airport layout for runway delay. 
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Table 16 
Descriptive Statistics for Runway Delay 
  
 2016 2026 Total 
  N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
N Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Baseline 10 43.58 2.95 10 56.25 1.84 20 49.92 6.92 
Alternative 1 10 43.31 3.06 10 55.78 0.94 20 49.55 6.76 
Alternative 2 10 42.53 1.50 10 54.83 1.49 20 48.68 6.47 
Alternative 3 10 42.69 2.24 10 56.94 2.28 20 49.82 7.63 
Total 40 43.03 2.46 40 55.95 1.82 80 49.49 6.84 
 
 
 
A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the influence of the 
type of airport layout and the flight schedule year on runway delay. Airport layout 
included four levels (baseline, alternative with one additional runway crossing, 
alternative with two additional runway crossings, alternative with three additional runway 
crossings) and flight schedule year consisted of two levels (2016, 2026). As shown in 
Table 17, only year was statistically significant at the .05 significance level. The main 
effect for airport layout yielded an F ratio of F(3, 72) = 1.348, p = 0.266, indicating no 
significant effect.  
The main effect for flight schedule year yielded an F ratio of F(1, 72) = 717.485, 
p < .001, indicating a significant difference between the 2016 flight schedule (M = 43.03, 
SD = 2.46) and the 2026 flight schedule (M = 55.95, SD = 1.82). The interaction effect 
was not significant, F(3, 72) = .864, p = .464. Based on the results, hypothesis H017 is 
rejected, while H018 and H019 are retained. Table 16 summarizes the means and standard 
deviations, while Figure 18 illustrates the magnitude of those differences. 
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Table 17 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects of Runway Delay 
 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 3369.717 7 481.388 103.446 < .001* 
Intercept 195987.8 1 195987.8 42116.07 < .001* 
Year 3338.826 1 3338.826 717.485 < .001* 
Layout 18.825 3 6.275 1.348 0.266 
Year * Layout 12.066 3 4.022 0.864 0.464 
Error 335.053 72 4.654   
Total 199692.6 80    
Corrected Total 3704.771 79    
*: Indicates a significant effect 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Estimated marginal means for Runway Delay (seconds) 
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Chapter V 
Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Discussion 
 Impact of the 2026 flight schedule. Out of the two independent variables 
operated in this study, only one had a significant impact on all dependent variables 
analyzed: the flight schedule year. This was not a surprise since virtually all major 
airports are currently undertaking projects to cope with the ever-increasing demand, but 
measuring, comparing, and understanding the magnitudes of those impacts could provide 
valuable information. Depending on the exact airport layout simulated, between 2016 and 
2026, taxi in times for 16R increased between 9.5% and 12.9%, taxi out times on 16L 
between 42% and 48%, taxi out times in 16C between 31% and 51%, sequencing delay 
between 79% and 83%, and runway delay between 29% and 33%. It became evident that 
sequencing delay saw the largest increase, while taxi in on 16R suffered the lowest 
impact.   
Taxi in times on runway 16R. This variable was the focus for this study because 
the researcher believed that additional runway crossings would most straightforwardly 
benefit this variable. Results showed a negative trend where taxi time decreased as 
crossings increased: adding one crossing reduced times between 4.4% and 5.1% while 
adding three crossings resulted in improvements in the range of 9.5% and 12.6%. The 
researcher expected this result: as crossings increase, lower amounts of aircraft need to 
hold for other aircraft to cross the runway before their turn, thus reducing the departure 
queue time and length, as seen in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Crossings queue in the baseline (left) and in the third alternative (right).  
 
It is important to note that the three crossings added were indeed duplications of 
current crossings, whose taxiways actually begin as runway exits for Runway 16R. Even 
though some aircraft use taxiway T to cross 16C and 16L through a different taxiway 
than the one they exited 16R from, the use of each taxiway (and thus its exact crossing) 
largely depends on the runway exit used by the arriving aircraft. This could generate a 
correlation between the magnitude in the taxi time reduction and the amount of aircraft 
going through each crossing. 
When combining the taxi time reduction with the associated cost of running an 
aircraft that extra time, it is possible to have a good understanding of the economic 
impact of developing the infrastructure proposed in the three proposed alternatives. 
Khadilkar and Balakrishnan (2012) concluded that utilizing taxi time was enough for 
accurately calculating fuel burn on regular taxiing procedures. If we consider the aircraft 
types that fly to and from KERU, we can estimate that the fuel burn rate of an average 
aircraft taxiing at KERU is about 4 U.S. Gallons of fuel, or roughly 12 USD per minute. 
When we associate this cost with the reduced taxi time, we observe the benefits as 
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described in table 18. Airport managers could utilize these numbers to justify multi-
million dollar investments on airside infrastructure. 
 
Table 18 
Estimated Savings in Fuel Burn of Arriving Aircraft by Means of Additional Runway 
Crossings in the Year 2026 (in U.S. dollars) 
 
  Per arrival Per day (700 arrivals) Per year 
One additional crossing  $         4.9   $         3,454   $         1,260,636  
Two additional crossings  $       15.6   $       10,930   $         3,989,376  
Three additional crossings  $       27.6   $       19,288   $         7,040,046  
 
 
 Taxi out times on runways 16L and 16C. The taxiway path that aircraft need to 
take to go from the aprons to the runway ends for takeoff are extremely similar among 
these two runways; this characteristic could explain the fact neither experienced 
significant changes among the baseline, the first alternative and the second alternative. 
Nonetheless, they do share one considerable difference: 16L handles landings while 16C 
does not, meaning aircraft taking off 16L will need to stop and wait for arriving flights 
while those departing 16C do not have these time consuming situations; this could 
certainly explain the fact that layout three actually made a significant change for 16C but 
not for 16L. Finally, the reason this difference is only materialized in the third alternative 
and not on the first and second might have to do with an operational threshold achieved 
with the third additional crossing where a time benefit became more evident. 
Sequencing and runway delay. Since the terminal airspace design remained 
unchanged throughout the simulations, the tremendous increase (almost doubling) in 
sequencing delay when simulating the 2026 flight schedule demonstrated the dimension 
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of the congestion the terminal airspace should be subject to in the upcoming years. The 
lack of significance on changes throughout the alternative layouts suggests that additional 
crossings had no impact on sequencing delay. Nevertheless, this fact might be 
constrained to initial conditions: if on the baseline the researcher would have observed 
taxiway congestion blocking runway exits forbidding landings to occur, then the 
reduction in congestion resulting from the addition of runway crossings should 
theoretically have increased landing throughput and thus reduce sequencing delay. The 
fact that the FAA is working on more sophisticated navigation technologies and 
procedures is proof of how this particular problem is currently well understood and being 
taken care of. 
Just like sequencing delay, runway delay also experienced no significant 
differences among the layouts, clearly suggesting there is no impact on them by means of 
adding runway crossings. The researcher was not expecting to observe no runway delay 
changes, as conceptually parallel crossings would reduce the delay caused by departing 
flights holding their takeoffs for crossing traffic.  
Conclusions 
The simulation was able to highlight the assets and liabilities of the modification 
of airside infrastructure, something that would have been extremely difficult to estimate 
by other means. Simulating recreates the interaction between each aircraft and the 
surrounding infrastructure and between the aircraft among themselves; the possibility of 
designing rules that govern the behavior of all the elements within the simulation and 
having those rules interact with each other throughout the simulation becomes key for 
airport and airspace simulation, as shown on this study. Finally, the randomization 
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possibility enabled an extra quota of realism that unleashes the possibility of statistical 
analysis of the results. 
As stated in the introduction, a considerable number of elements from the airport 
analyzed in this study cannot be generalized into a generic airport, meaning the findings 
of this research might vary if a future study implements the same systematic addition of 
taxiway crossings on another airport. Nevertheless, researchers could use the findings of 
this thesis as a starting point for studies on other airports. Furthermore, this thesis 
methodology, or parts of the methodology, can also serve as a baseline for future airport 
or airside research. 
Although the final decision would ultimately rest on the shoulders of airport 
managers, the result of this study could provide solid basis for investment analysis on this 
particular analyzed airport. Executives should compare and analyze the exact costs and 
financing opportunities and the economic benefits that this project presents. Nevertheless, 
this would certainly not be the only strategy for dealing with the airside congestion that 
growth will bring to the airport, as other investments will be needed to deal with runway 
and sequencing delay, which these modifications did not affect. 
On the other hand, it is important to understand the limitations of this study 
regarding the extent to which the simulations represented a complete analysis of all the 
factors involved in airside traffic. Elements such as pilot-ATC interaction, noise and 
contamination levels, taxiing standards and safety, even situational awareness of pilots 
when dealing with crossing runways should also be considered before approving 
modifications like these. 
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Recommendations 
Two main lines of study arise from the findings of this study, which researchers 
could use as a starting point for further studies. The conceptual idea of adding runway 
crossings regardless of the actual airport could be further expanded by performing similar 
simulations in other airports in order to find commonalities and differences that might 
shed light on the variables affecting runway crossings. Further analysis on this particular 
airport could also provide a better understanding of how to deal with runway crossings; 
more variables that in this study remained unchanged could become new independent 
variables on upcoming studies such as apron changes, gate utilization, or aircraft types. 
Finally, the potential of validating a model by performing t-tests for each simulation hour 
could be studied in upcoming research; this could eventually be utilized as part of the 
baseline validation standard on further studies.  
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